Resource List

Tools

- [Know Your Rights Resources](#), Coalición de Derechos Humanos
- [How to Find a Missing Migrant](#), Coalición de Derechos Humanos

Immigration and the Borderlands

- [CALL TO ACTION BY THE TOHONO O'ODHAM INDIGENOUS PEOPLE AGAINST THE US-MEXICO BORDER WALL](#)
- [Immigration Fact Sheets by State](#), by the American Immigration Council
- [Storming the Wall: Climate Change, Migration, and Homeland Security](#), book by Todd Miller
- [The Land of Open Graves: Living and Dying on the Migrant Trail](#), book by Jason de Leon
- [Drug War Capitalism](#), book by Dawn Paley
- [Women and Migration in the U.S.-Mexico Borderlands](#), book by Denise A. Segura, Patricia Zavella
- [Sanctuary, part 1](#) 99% Invisible podcast

Border Policy

- [1994 Border Patrol Strategic Plan](#), by U.S. Border Patrol
- [The Real Death Valley](#), video by The Weather Channel, Telemundo, and The Investigative Fund. This film contains graphic images of people who have died
- [“Family Separation”, “Unaccompanied Minors”, “Medical Neglect”, “Dispossession”](#) factsheets from No More Deaths’ reports [Shakedown](#) and [Culture of Cruelty](#)
- [Operation Gatekeeper and Beyond: The War On "Illegals" and the Remaking of the U.S. – Mexico Boundary](#), book by Joseph Nevins and companion website
- [Migra!: A History of the U.S. Border Patrol](#) book by Kelly Lytle Hernandez
- [Disappeared: How US Border Patrol is Fueling a Missing Person’s Crisis at the Border](#), report by No More Deaths and companion videos [Part 1](#) and [Part 2](#)
Prison-industrial Complex

- [Prison-Industrial Complex](#), factsheet by No More Deaths
- [Operation Streamline](#), factsheet by No More Deaths

Militarization and Surveillance Technologies

- [Map of interior checkpoints](#)
- Article: “[Gaza in Arizona](#)” Todd Miller and Gabriel Schivone
- [Border Games: Policing the U.S.-Mexico Divide](#), book by Peter Andreas

Border Militia

- Book: [And Hell Followed With Her: Crossing the Dark Side of the American Border](#), book by David Neiwart
- “[Investigating Deaths of Undocumented Migrants on the Border](#)”, article by the Southern Poverty Law Center

Further Research

- [Turning Migrants into Criminals: The Harmful Impact of US Border Prosecutions](#), report by Human Rights Watch
- [Humanitarian Crisis: Migrant Deaths at the U.S.-Mexico Border](#), report by Maria Jimenez; American Civil Liberties Union.
  - [Issues and Themes](#), report by No More Deaths